Introduction
CHEP has been working hard with industry associations and government and regulatory bodies, both in the UK and in
Europe, to minimize any disruption related to ISPM15. We want to ensure that the potential implications are
understood, and that practical mitigation steps are taken in advance so that friction-less trade can continue.
Following discussions with our industry, the UK Government updated their guidance website on wood products
including Wood Packaging Material (WPM) in preparation for No-Deal. TIMCON (our industry body in the UK) has also
made a public statement, jointly drafted with DEFRA, the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, which
includes more practical details.
Our discussions with the UK authorities have been very positive and we continue to work with the relevant EU and
Member State authorities. We want to ensure that the authorities, both in the UK and in Europe, are aligned and
focused on prioritizing minimal disruption for business and the free flow of trade. Our position has been agreed with
both our UK and European Industry Bodies –TIMCOM (in the UK) and FEFPEB (in Europe ) and is clearly supported by
the UK government.

ISPM15 Q&A
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How does a No-Deal Brexit affect ISPM15 Pallet requirements?
EU to UK Flows: based on the guidance made by the UK authorities, we don’t foresee any changes for
customers using our pallets for shipments going from the EU to the UK. DEFRA has confirmed that
the UK will continue to take a risk-based approach to checks on WPM as we do now. In practice, this
means that our pallets coming from the EU into the UK will continue to be considered low risk and will
not be inspected. Critically, the UK have confirmed that they want to focus on ensuring minimal
business disruption and that business is best placed to manage WPM compliance.
UK to EU Flows: Currently, the official position from the EU is that ISPM15 compliant pallets will be
required. CHEP is working (in collaboration with FEFPEB and TIMCON, our EU and UK industry
bodies) with the EU authorities and is eager they take a similar pragmatic approach with pallets
coming in from the UK.
Useful links:
•
Defra No-Deal Guidance webpage (see WPM at the bottom)
•
Timcon & Defra Joint Statement
•
Defra FAQ (see WPM at the bottom)
•
UK Forestry Commission WPM for importers flowchart
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What happens if there is a Soft Brexit?
Under current terms, a soft Brexit means that there will be a transition period until Dec 31 st 2020 to
allow for business and governments to prepare for Brexit. There will therefore be no changes affecting
pallets until that date.

What happens after the transition period in a Soft Brexit?
While the specific outcomes of Brexit are not yet known, we expect that ISPM15 compliant pallets will
be required for pallets moving between the UK and EU and vice versa.
In preparation for that, a 20-month plan to build up capacity has been deployed. By Jan 2021 we
expect to have enough capacity to provide the total required yearly volume of pallets moving within the
UK and EU.

What is the difference between Heat Treatment, Kiln Dry and Plus PS?
Heat treatment (HT) involves placing pallets in a drying kiln or microwave where the wood is heated.
The core temperature of the wood must reach a minimum of 56°C for at least 30 minutes. This
eliminates all harmful organisms likely to attack standing plants. For a pallet to become ISPM15
compliant it needs to be HT.
Kiln drying (KD) is used to reduce the moisture content of wood. Pallets are stacked inside the drying
kilns and heated slowly to evaporate excess moisture. It is a type of curing process which prevents
distortion of the timber as it dries. The goal is to reduce moisture not pest eradication. The standard to
which pallets are dried will vary depending on their intended end use.
Plus PS stands for Plus Phytosanitary and is the CHEP denomination of a HT ISPM15 compliant
pallet.

What is CHEP’s current capacity in terms of Plus PS pallets?
EU to UK: Based on the UK guidance, we don’t foresee many customers requiring ISPM15 compliant
pallets in the EU for shipments into the UK. Should customers require HT pallets, such requests will
need to be managed through our commercial team on a case by case basis.
UK to EU: We have the necessary capacity to provide our customers that request ISPM15 compliant
pallets for export flows. We are adjusting our operational processes so that we can separate pallets
that comply with the regulation. We are also subcontracting outsourced HT capacity as well as buying
new pallets, which are already Heat Treated and Kiln Dried. With these measures we are confident we
can provide our UK customers with the volume of ISPM15 compliant pallets they require for exports
into the EU.
Is CHEP’s entire pool treated?
No. Most pallet flows cover domestic markets, which don’t require ISPM15 compliant pallets. However,
all new pallets are ISPM15 compliant and we also have plans to heat treat the necessary volumes for
export flows.
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Will I receive a document certifying heat treatment upon delivery?
No, the mark on the pallet is sufficient. However, CHEP delivery note will indicate that the pallets
delivered are Phytosanitary. Please see appendix 1 for example.

How do I order ISPM15 compliant Plus PS pallets?
The method for ordering ISPM15 compliant pallets is through MyCHEP by selecting “Phytosanitary”
under “Treatment” specification .

Is there a minimum quantity for Plus PS pallet deliveries?
No, the same rules apply as for standard pallets. The procedure is no different at the planning stage.
Our standard lead time of 10 working days applies.

How can you tell whether or not a pallet has been treated?
Is there any visible difference?
The pallets must have 2 marks from the same operator on
opposite sides of the pallet. The marks must be visible and
legible. Marks can appear on the block, stringer or lead board.

What impact could inspections at customs have on exports?
There may be delays in exports. We recommend delivering to the port as early as possible, especially
initially.
Costs may be incurred as a result of inspections and the collection of merchandise on rejected pallets.

Is there any additional paperwork I need to carry with the pallet when exporting?
No, ISPM15 pallets do not require any additional documentation for border control.
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How are the inspections carried out at customs? And who pays the cost of
inspections?
Visually, they open the doors and empty out either the first few rows or the entire truck. The
cost of inspection is covered by the exporter.

How many defective pallets (without a perfectly legible mark) are permitted?
If ISPM15 compliant pallets are required on entry, no pallet passes the inspection without the
ISPM15 mark.

Can I use available pallets with ISPM15 stamps?
A pallet simply having an ISPM15 stamp on may not mean it is compliant as it might not be 100%
legible. We are taking steps to have our processes audited by the relevant regulatory bodies at an EU
level to demonstrate compliance to the correct processes
We will have our out-sort, repair and our own heat treatment processes audited to demonstrate
compliance. As a result – CHEP can only guarantee ISPM 15 compliance of its pallets that have been
issued from a CHEP Service Centre.

Appendix 1 – CHEP delivery note Plus PS pallets.

